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FIRST PLENARY SESSION ON HOW DO WE ENERGISE THE WORLD AT WOMENS
FORUM INTRODUCES
FEMALE ASTRONAUT & AFRICA BEST ARCHITECT

Paris, Washington DC, Deauville, 26.10.2015, 19:35 Time

USPA NEWS - The plenary session introduces the whole topic itself which is How do we energise the world ? it is a whole program in
itself. Clara Gaymard President of Womens Forum. Gillian Martin-Mehers, announces the next intervening to talk and share their
experiences and their approach to energy for the world

The speakers are invited to share this moment orchestrated by Linda Wertheimer (Senior Correspondent at NPR) alongside of
Olajumoke Adenowo (principal Partner, AD Consulting Limited), Anousheh Ansar (Co-founder and chairman, Prodea System), Michel
Landel, Group Sodexo) and Mouna Sepheri, (Executive Vice President, Office of the CEO, Renault Group).
THE FIRST TALK OF PLENARY SESSION WITH OLAJUMOKE ADENOWO AND ANOUSHEH ANSARI ALONGSIDE LINDA
WERTHEIMER-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
At the first stage of the plenary session, Olajumoke Adenowo is seated next to Anousheh Ansari for a talk moderated by Linda
Wertheimer. Olajumoke came from Nigeria, is an architect, named by CNN "Africa's Architect"! Gillian Martin-Mehers, (Co Founder of
Bright Green Learning) launched.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Olajumoke has broken records for awards at international levels for her Architectural designs and Interior Architecture. She also
founded Awesome Treasures Foundation to raise transformational leaders amongst women and youth, empowering thousands of
women under the aegis of ATF. Olajumoke is popularly known as Nigeria´s Foremost Female Architect“�.
Anousheh Ansari is the first female private space exporter and first astronaut of Iranian decent in 2006a she blasted off for a 9 day
expedition aboard the International Space Station and captured headlines around the world. Anousheh, is US citizen and is also works
to enable social entrepreneurs to bring about radical change globally.----------------------------------------------------
Linda Wertheimer is American and worked for NPR in Washington DC, since the public radio networking was founded. For a dozen
years she anchored NPR´s evening news magazine “ All Things Considered“�. She has anchored both major party nominating
conventions and elections night coverage in the US, the first woman to take that role. She also covered politics and Congress for NPR
and reported on the first United Nations conference on the year of the woman.
The applause initiated by Clara Gaymard by warming up the stage, continues to heat up, as the women's emotions from the public,
increased over non informal but very relevant interventions distilled for other women of the hearing. This duo of women under the
moderation of Linda Wertheimer galvanises the public who seems to both absorb bits of shared experiences but also the emotion they
convey to inspire them by their success.------------------------------------------------------------------------
Linda Wertheimer launches debate on energy that guided these two strong personalities along their respective professional and
personal path. Linda orients the two speakers in sharing their experiences and to enjoy the audience with tips to implement and
avoiding pitfalls in based on their own success and what led them today. The debate is friendly, open, in a frank speaking and
benevolent.

Olajumoke Adonowe says : There are so much listenings, they are treasures, someone inspires us, as she answers a woman from the
audience asking her “how did she achieve all this, starting in a very early stage of her life (14) ?“� : “At 14, my career started very
early, indeed. My parents were professors so I skipped two classes. If I have to give an advice would be to get ready to work more
time than a man, and be so good to be firm, then they will be shooting themselves. Give yourself the extra. As a woman, do I have
disabilities ? You are a package to the world you have it all. “-----------------------------------------
Olajomuke Adonowe answers : Do something passionate before doing anything. In Africa needs to be shaken and we can intervene
and change things. The minister of finance in Abuja was my boss as an architect he was letting me that I was. The other Nigerian are
not different we have to choose our career or the rest. I think we have to "---------------------------------------
Success is journey it is not a rupees, when I look at the sky so that you have to identify the means. What is my gravestone?
Anousheh Ansari says : I had a big interest in technology and passionated by the stars since I was young. I grew up in Iran and iI was
interested in other stories, imaging other worlds so I become scientist. Every body told me I was crazy. then in US, I didn´t speak
english and my cha ces were very slim, but I studied scientific mathematics. Sometimes we become conformable because we are
more in comfort, bu me I had to prove things and do a lifetime.“�---------------------------------------
See also previous article : WOMENS FORUM DEAUVILLE BECAME A MAJOR ANNUAL APPOINTMENT FOR LEADERS



WORLDWIDE 1200 WOMEN FROM 73 COUNTRIES - See more at: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-5945/womens-forum-deauville-
became-a-major-annual-appointment-for-leaders-worldwide.html#sthash.giMYOqS7.dpuf
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